
How I Became A Skeleton

1. Place

2. Type Of Weather

3. A Thing

4. Place

5. Description Word

6. Description Word

7. An Action

8. Description Word

9. Description Word

10. An Object

11. Description Word

12. A Body Part

13. Description Word

14. An Action

15. A Body Part

16. A Feeling

17. A Thing

18. A Color

19. The Previous Thing
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How I Became A Skeleton

There was a village in place where the population was very small. A lot of people had left the village

and many of the houses were abandoned. One type of weather day, I came to this village looking for

a thing . I saw what appeared to be an empty place , but when I went inside, I was surprised to

find an description word woman standing there.

The description word woman told me to follow her up the stairs. When I reached the top of the stairs and

turned around, she had an action . I then walked back down the stairs and saw that the description 

word woman was standing in the exact same sopt she had been when I entered, except now she was holding

a description word an object in her hand.

I was very spooked by this and ran to the front door, but when I tried to pull it open, I found that it was locked. I

turned to find the description word woman standing right beside me. She grabbed a hold of my

a body part .

In the darkness, I hadn't noticed how description word she looked. But now that she was up close, I could

see that her skin seemed to be rotting. She looked dead/

She an action my a body part and hissed, "Listen to me!" Under this house lie 13 bodies! Leave

now



or I will kill you!"

After she uttered these words, I began to feel a feeling and collapsed to the floor.

When I woke up, I had no idea how much time had elapsed. Perhaps I had dreamed the whole thing? I was about

to leave when I noticed a a thing in the middle of the room where the old woman had been standing.

There was a dark a color stain on it.

I pulled back the the previous thing and found it was covering a large hole in the floorboards. Looking into

the hole, I saw human bones neatly arranged underneath.

The bones of 12 bodies were lying there.

"Why did she say 13", I thought?

Then I looked down at myself and realized I was only bones as well.

I was the 13th skeleton.
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